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Growing Pains

I. To Read

In the stiffness / of the moment / we
told the truth / the way we saw it /
was an empty envelope / a horse
hair wire / cut / clean and
bloodless / our teens / developed
ulcers / so / there was something wrong 
/
with them / revealing blind spots / so / 
they were bad / for our health / 
the aches of oldest went still /
/ undiagnosed / and terrifying.



II. To Read Aloud

In the stiffness
in the stiffness of the moment
In the stiffness of the moment we told 
  we told the truth the way we saw it 
the way we saw it was 
an empty envelope
      was an empty envelope, a horse 
hair wire 
that cut clean and bloodless, 
             clean and bloodless, our teens
          our teens developed ulcers
our teens developed ulcers so
            so there was something wrong
 there was something wrong with them
with them revealing blindspots
     revealing blindspots so
     so they were bad
     they were bad for our health 
for our health 
the aches of the oldest went still

 the aches of the oldest went still 
undiagnosed

     undiagnosed and terrifying. 



Sustaining Loss

Not having been here long
a lover in hell 
bruising possibility back.



The Outpost

a hill 
never happier 
living in your house after the war
stopped being news and 
went on 

between us
wearing sweaters 

borrowed from the floor a
motionless, momentum-less
nothing left—

still we, toeing outskirts and
putting a nose in to find

—some sweet wintered peace.
hymns across frozen no man's land 
of house,
locus for the passing through and

conditions right 
to move along the moment

was      not
nothing.



Blister 

ripe wing yield intuits
the old 

distance between bodies;
says burn.

Feel those things there we ended in 
immobility 

no intuition the surface

all bald hills
work with here hardening

structure 
won't slow you 
down
enough        spend time 

looking,
really,
for the melted earth

as much as blind new blisters can.



ID

How
she asks, 
no binary
drink over

drag of
cigarette 
taking the  moment 
     to remember standing－ 
－escorted, 
philosophy-major-poet;  once-curled in 
drunken-puppied
leading sing-along, even
feels the hooks catch
which they do, a little 
Queer, she says, sharp drag, engaged. 
To a man. Serious-
ly though 

if this doesn’t 
work

I’m going back.
Women ’til the end.
and she does her best to make it

             not, 



but
the catch slips.



Frases and Fresas 

bag of berries frozen 
 a thousand pounds of
frozen winter berries

is still something 
operating 
a poem freezes few phrases
to keep your head in.



Attempt at Incantation 

words are old  and simple  magic
small  and 
hard 
to rub 
bright
silence rings 
round
not yet failed 
not 
to be trusted or
offered 
for exchange
a sucking 

wind 
comes out 
where a man 
used to
we do best to say yes 

to a hole
"he must have been in a lot of pain."
it seems  best  to  honor  wind.
Only ending can that pain be brought 
out 
in a long sigh. 



Glottal Stop

How to keep oneself from 
building up 
behind the tongue 

 in  a n n g g l i s h ?
“trash vortex”,

meant a thin layer  diffuse fragments
 swirling.
 A thin soup.

when you thought,
confusing part with whole 

again,
to name the animal, you said,

“ may come apart  soon in patterns 
associated with distress or disability,”

when that’s the way it 
always was;
“The debate is 

how to define it.”
Meanwhile, she  makes empty “g” 
sounds 
                     with     the     back of  
her              throat



the camera moves
from her face, so
the heaving 
appears 
sexual.

debris has taken her out of your 
l a n g u a g e.



Behavior

Trust the fathers,  (they say,)
they’ve  done their time and 
you  too,
the sentence:

 can be let off
to be your own 



Light
for Lucia Perillo

It wasn't fair I needed
to pull your socks on, 
listening sideways
piles of titles bedside, 
that I was going to college, 
that I had dreamt.

You wouldn't remember the who 
I was then;
who I was seeing, 
the farm, which was a relief, invisibility.

You were absorbed in matters larger 
and smaller; 
the cant of your foot which listed and 
liked to slip, stiff,
seeking blunt trauma;
pain present but not informative;
Minor adjustments; ever-present 
inevitable－ 

You knew your mind would go. I 
couldn’t look when you said 



Could not respond to the e-mail. 
I adopted your death into my life then, 
and it stayed. 
It has been even good and helpful, 
while you live. 

At night I read each book you wrote on 
the futon where you read 
had maybe written during the day.

I could not speak easily and
pushed poems at you.
Your red pen through the mail to said 
“seek the language of extremity.”
And the agent I found placed your 
stories.

They are accepted, I enter changes into 
your new poems, 
in response to the copy editor, your red 
pen mostly says “OK.”

I don't go to the reception. I’m not 
invited. 
You invite me, but you are not the 
person 



I have been not invited by. 

Your book on my shelf, signed, says 
"Who would have thought when you 
walked 
in my door….”

I use the words of Hayden here:

"Once when I was an old poet and was 
visiting
An even older poet, he dropped a box
Of matches that scattered every 
whichway
At our feet, and although he asked me 
not to,
I stooped to help him retrieve them and 
restore them
Neatly to their box, the red ends 
pointing 
All in the same direction. What a 
delight－
One of those little moments of 
gratification
That Saint Augustine says are the only 
value



In life and the presages of a divine 
presence.
My friend was a great man, and so in a 
far
Less significant way so was I, and 
helped him
Return his scattered matches to their 
little box.”



The Midnight Hour

                 Three moonless nights
                 blood to carry the bruise
over the foot down the valley. 

Now,      there are seeds in the soap.
A child would make the poem short.
A short child would make up a long-
poem
But in the seed runs soap, slow 
with the smell of goat still.



Dis

This
-orientation 

not

cut-rate

after all

if  it's  enough  for 
Alice.



Place

hen house    reeks with
mountain shadow 
forest shadow
winter shadow



Bones

early morning bites
along the wrist of 4 am
there are no birds, dreams or glances
words horny-rimmed on the mantle

break from dirt or grass or wood 
from flannel, smoking-sections, closed, 
changed owners,
ampsound in living rooms littered rolling 
tobacco plastic skulls porn 
taped walls leatherjacket 
mugging burnt coffee wet 
woods 
stomping

hard light of winter

recurrences uncanny 
with difference compiled and
reborn in boxes in parking lots 
self-proliferating
figurines,
against poles
embracing seat backs
wrists folded
again
window



line
sidewalk 
thought

winter

eating beets mostly a bad time
hospital visits
pained gait and bitter
with a cane
a telegram of medical terms
sensed through internet
searches in the evening
sewer cracked
a continuous grey stream

radio a crude dawn, going again
the shoulder, ribs beneath
bruised
and legs,

well-socialized poet conforms,
to perpetuation
of a reflection
that is familiar, a non-reflection
of man-hauling human absurdity

and objects leak into life 
mind a mechanism of sifting 



and sleep-turned

texture, 
articled, unrepeatable
stirred 
－a descent
confronted by silence,
forced stop 

stutter— 
materializing in
limitation, distance

released
as the gull flies
soothing or seething

first an explosion
but that is common
a sterile landscape
periods of obsession
characterized by disappearance
letters returned to sender

trains pass 
hammers against
the middle of the night 
the glass breaks



like the first time
you recognize 
someone’s face
familiar, half-buried 
in a potato field,

Dormant, Goddess of Boredom,
waiting for yellow, no rain, an art gallery

As you likely already know, 
I am exiled, shifting.
he noticed
a plundering of body
the oblong
crescent cut
the earth began to read like 
war pretzeled the terrain.

Before the Goddess nothing can be 
asked for.
there is no going back.
radio programs get in the way of the 
Man-hunt 

this is inevitable
a book of simple steps
maps of the underground tunnels
shatter your mirrors.



every day we attend
with careful consideration, 
and in the best interests 

This hadn’t been before, only now
it’s always too soon
certain duration unspoken, 
one bar of soap, 1 comb, 1 1-inch 
pencil,

I write to you, a repeat offender
If only I were an individual
I would be much smaller
a bit of skin
bumping against the moment 
when I’d flake off

The world ends
in the night giving way
to streets leaf-filled wind-blown,

were you the one with a body,
of books
if there was drunkenness involved 
spilling
in lines
as if avoiding
as if wholeness were avoiding



tapestry
in clean lines
spilled
stacked and skeletoned

being gave a sign
and poetry took up residence
to the east of eden,

struggling with the impediment
I mean implement,
a fetish of
scratching 
out 
identity

she said
has no connection without...

crossed wires 
crackle
immaculate
incapable
spirit 
in the
flesh-bottle
slimy with the seeds of tomorrow

nothing so strange



as edges
and forgetting them

to get a hand into that
and there's no
getting that seed out of the mind

release,
as if there was one
again
and again,
an other
adding, and
one an other
another piece
separate
another whole separate
piece
crossed parallel
of non-equals of

sound 
closer to the skin
raindrops down nape-neck
fine fur before the second knuckle
fingertips come closest and
the swing of labor life



every morning
green fields 
lost in one-after-another
to bend the back
thick in the tongue

An explosion has already happened.
I’m not adept at 
this regurgitating
We mistake detritus for the ways
we resemble ourselves 
sewn together. A game

BACK TO THE BEGINNING
or
HOW DID IT ALL BEGIN
A flashback
riding the Greyhound,
we kissed 
for the first time
spoke non-language. 

THEY THOUGHT IN UNISON. Fingers. 
When sexual relations occur
sometimes a dialect of sorts
touch tone
THERE IS AN AWFUL LOT
OF



stolen plenty.

IN UNISON. TOGETHER.
THEY SWALLOW.

MAYBE IN UNISON. HEADS 
INCLINED TO
FIND THE DICTIONARY. 
RIPPING OUT LONG STRIPS. OF 
DEFINITIONS. 
They were buzzing.
They were all buzzing.
The sound was a hungry roar.
tell what you find in this ellipse...

Glue the maze of evolution to the spine 
of a possible day
lips exhausting
nothing

the earth turning to ash
I start to whisper

What door is this,

I WRAP YOU YOU WRAP ME
IN THE PERIODIC
TABLE OF ELEMENTS.
I cannot hear you.



loose skin dispersed in atoms 
unleashed crumples
becoming in a cloak of night
S E P A R A T E D

Our colors along the floor
move away in the mirror
the world will be 
an expensive mess with no nametag.
only hollowed out molds
for in-betweens and middle distance

silence was an unpredictable sea-
creature
as it is every day
what proximity includes body
didn’t clarity die

you my east
being a cropped pantheon of under-
survival
vulnerability postulated
the urge of translation,
wants even re-warmed possibility
erased trespassings

it conforms
into continuous particularities 



as artifact, a possibility of thick order
the tearing year rolling
remember
mythologies damp and tearing already 
along 
the long consciousness

self-proliferating jacket machines 
portray living,
experience-swing-sell-seem 
all things expressible
where the reflection in return is an 
experiment
in being born here
of morbid folded spirituality 
cracked-familiar-narrow-dead 

re-animating
Once again

an (attorney) to find a (patisserie)
when there appears to be no (plaid) 
further,
what is it that we know before we know 
we know it?
what is it that seems complete?

it becomes tempting to think 
(tablespoonfuls) are trespassings and 



(dishwashers)
a destination (backfire)
(backfire) mentalities and (expletive)
if only to formulate a (plant)
a new (kinsman) of (laboratory)
only a continual (bayonet) over 
phenomenal (landmark)

there is no (novelette) beyond
maybe the (speedboat) revolves and 
(spinsters)
unable to identify (semiconductor) and 
not (semiconductor)
doesn't it seem easy
the (wean) the (wound)
conforms to experience
so that some of this must have come 
from inside the (semiconductor)
onto the (scribe) of the (miniature) like a 
(chimera) (ruse)



Blue Moon

heights, falling, bruises. 
practice at the 

playground; bring a bottle, blindfolded. 
The clear night and dogs 

say “The moon, the moon” 
waking in wet bed clothes 

to
dream a similar stranger
But this mars 
the moment
of which we’ve been 

taking pictures. 
Sometimes extremities 

cut 
silhouettes in the moon. 
The photos blur.

 Coming around the 
corner to recognize 

 myself there’s,
 there's a coffee shop with 

pictures of the molding surface 
 of the moon
 no name.
 It rolled out of my head
 moments stolen, 
   not exactly 



mine,
 These images aren't 

mine. 
 there would be yellows, 

blues
 the night a series of 

flashing lights,
 these mostly grey. 

 I sold a few, 
 but I didn't put these up. 
 I went back to the park, 
 no one there. 

The primacy of the personal is 
incidental. 
break,
absorb, infect it
Sometimes 
it is possible 
wake out 
of self 
in a dream 
of broken mirrors.



Waco

The first men I saw like dogs;  you  and 
my fiancé
at the zoo, I was new 
to Texas.

Had probably called you Angel; 
certain men were

what eased
a god difficult 
as my father,
but your body－
at which I stared while we screwed
orchestra shell together, or
carried the long legs to their 
underground room－
seemed impossible
while I tried not to try not to brush you.

Criterion Collection after curfew
you were white socked and, 
probably I said over the dark of the 
phone in the tiny closet, 
coffee-with-cream,



when our feet touched, 

didn’t understand when you said  a 
portrait of you 
would be blank.



Hitchhiker

young, pocked-faced

went to rehab with Bo Diddley's wife,

Mrs. Diddley, he says,

you know, 

the musician and

inventor of the guitar case latch,

Post-it notes,

a certain rhythm, who

lived in

Troll Haven out in Gardiner

pentagram

in the front yard

fence beams all carved snakes

He (Bo) would walk in certain paths



rituals he developed

for certain days of the year

involving prayers and 

going back a different way than you 
came,

gates he opened to let the spirits in, or 
out. 

This hitchhiker goes mushroom 
hunting,

log harvesting in

Million Dollar Mile where one log can 
bring 

a million bucks

in Music Wood,

for a Van Halen guitar.

Three old women with knotty hands 
making rock and roll instruments.



Grandpa moonshiner, father 

postal worker who

fell in love with Pansy en route.

Knocked her up and ran to Colorado.

Pansy’s Pa chased them down and 
shot him

took the girl and child, the narrator 

beginning in her belly.

Ran again to Washington 

when narrator David Wayne was 
seven. 

Pah-paw rolls up in a big car

shoots dad twice through the door of 
the trailer,

hit him too, shoulder and leg.



hauled the kids down south.

Two years later mom and dad

go to get their children back.

And after a big brawl Pah-paw lets us 
go for good.

Pansy, with a degenerative brain 
disease 

only takes a few months more to die.

The dad of David Wayne, now age 
eleven,

catches double pneumonia, dies of 
grief.



O lympia 

umbrella was rain and no one bothered
the long dark tea of the soul;
bitter root shriveled
in damp
under drawers.

How does a cannon fly?
Well, roughly, if you can imagine.

Sidewalks pool with
warped potluck fliers, 
notes from the underthings
tattered, mixed with
trudge.

joyfully utter and useless 

Novelists must know all
but is it a great disadvantage.
how could the hum go on otherwise?

Running for the bus
loaf shards in gums; 
town all breakfasts and 
midnight 

walking.



Lacunae

I’m warning you

there is an O she in this poem;
    
    looking up into an orchid

      in her kitchen

     all the lines 
   of her face
fall silent

blue 

to set   the room
this day

from all layers of all-grey
that constitute her mourning 

lest she, O she
"ask for," or   "deserve”

it having already happened,
and having 

        been kind to G－－－, 



by estimation, but

believing that, 

then also
captivity.

Then also,

been chosen and
 
i can't believe

anything 
at all

But O 

all the grey 

for this,



Blue Eye Honey (MOZARKA)

Grocery       lists, laundry     lists piles particles. dishes. chores. decencies.

Each small   walled   garden,  of sweetness. 

light fell, music swell, dust rose,
lover turn gazelle－
blue vein under thin skin quicken
minute muscle over ribcage, 

shoulder-bone, 
playing gluey 

 suspendedeverything. 
honey that forgot 
breath,

hours myth.  In iteration;

maid/faun,   maenad/satyr, 
 zeus/semele;

 over stew.

Then the whole things seized,  
Whatever 
unconscious chemistry objector,
through trajectories equal, opposite



foundations crumbled, crosshatched, 



Philadelphia I

"The first question I ask myself 
when something doesn't seem to be 

beautiful is why do I think it's not 
beautiful. And very shortly you discover 
that there is no reason." －John Cage.

What mix these streets, 
fluted with muted 
rhetoric of television,
grumble, shift, acceleration; 

backfire,
under 
curse, shout, wail
all-together

one hour of one night on one street. 

In this city

early morning and late night walkers 
mark slouched
paint peeled and window darkened, 
signs painted erode, 

Those are fireworks, right?



a flute returns, shrills, 
resumes 

a practice 
of notes

created by the only remaining 
unexplored grey camera.

This poem began with the body working 
on itself. 



Philadelphia II

sun, umbrella poppy, upended. winded, 
blowzy, rotating
half-bicycle, back-wheel through door-
frame
bright skirts, wool socks, sweaters,
shell of the plywood bar, battered atm
moon of a communal dog dish shines 
full on the sidewalk.

floor slope with laminate; ceiling sag, 
peeling.



Steining Pound 

nothing foolish said nothing foolish 
nothing foolish said and
said and foolish nothing foolish said 
be here and be here be the 
butterflies mint and sparrows
voiceless banners voiceless and
no impossible
forgotten
again the question again. possibly.
and there was after the 
and on the 
as if under the
as if in the were in the
was made for
in the and in
That was in the in the 
in the round about
all that are are out looking are up
up out looking for
dug up out of looking for a problem of 
history 
but always such a pretty look 
the drama wholly subjective
stone knowing the form
stone knows the form 
the form knowing the stone
the sun has gone down 



torn
first form must destroy the stone
first others must destroy the sun
the now 
two larks at sunset 
under in the sun
the sun has gone down 
and the wind come under the sun
amid the learning and the dull driven 
back 
never alone as had been
in some ways a day 
war was over but war declined  
war
privately printed
went out



The Role of the Poet

Burmese Poet Saw Wai,   arrested for 
criticizing Junta leader Than Shwe 

in a cryptic love poem   in a 
gossip magazine

reads vertically 
"Power Hungry senior general 

Than Shwe."

Here money is maybe most like 
speaking.

Refusing to pay fines or taxes 
used for warfare...

may be a kind of jail.



The Muse Attacks

you begin 
by remembering your dreams
you begin to be unable   to 

sleep you begin to   be unable to keep   company you begin to feel  fretted you begin like 
a twisted potato to escape the 

ground
you begin to taste 
the stale taste that comes in you 

begin 
to turn your head, you
begin to feel 
like spitting you begin to abstain, 

you begin to feel nauseous
you begin to be able 
to admit 
to certain things.

You begin to view Bartleby 
as a not particularly exasperating 

moral figure.
You begin to see negative space.



Technician of the Good

Language frames the experience
for marketing  as utility;
if utility is survival through marketing.

Characteristics could as easily be 
“A”,”B”,”C”; like vitamins. As easily "red" 
or “blue”

as "A Buttery Caramel."



Interceptions and Influences

X

Trying to travel together we find 
ourselves

    arrows from different bows

                intercepting

                     logic

         as a method of thought  

   travel with faith in proving your right;  

is a way of misunderstanding the start.



=

Choose your enemies and love them. 
Enemy is a relation. Resistance is a 
mirror. 

Committing parallel lives. You will learn.  Shaped by their space.



Rewards

The reward is that work
for which  
no one 
thanks you;

which will take shape,
as over years you yield

Finally, the mind follows

as vessel;
and spoon to stir with.



Telephone

I. Losing a Vacuole

so it comes down to
losing skin, a layer, 
appendage

squeezing, expelling, sticking
prosthesis to container to carapace
the slick in of
applications, attachments, assistive
for the simple, soft, larval finite. 

Locked out of intangible, unbreathable 
surface,

all that is not
a roaming network,
beneath the sea  between satellites.



II. Shadows on the Cave Wall

Rehearsal begins,

enacting a never was  with equipment 
invented, imported and  purchased
for the purpose.

a kind of soviet cheer,
together in coffee shops with
bodies to populate pre-enactments

of espresso, vegan scones and drum 
circles.

The image, projected in youtube clips,
of endless wednesday afternoon tribes 

banjo and loop pedal.



Crisis

Crisis is that
is that of dislocation where
the past obtains－   where the 

past, obliterated, reaches－ still-   is still-
 locked to our genes.

To chose
To chose

is an inheritance of work;
All of us, amputees, bring out our little 
digits,  salvaging vestigial organs 

we have already forgotten 
how to live with

to build, not so much a hearth god, a 
golden calf,
as an obscured record － a broken 
place 

That we may eventually re-member all 
our lost 

and use them, blasphemously



Objects are Undoing the Ideas

representatives are underformed
the formations are underrepresented
the representations are uninformed
and reform the relation: Meaning 
means all 
meaning until
boundaries 
get stuck.



The Work

to go on, not forward, but 
persisting: wipe in the morning to 
preserve the slippery pink of 
viscera.  The back of the throat of 
morning especially is raw,  as is every 
spot where interior and exterior meat: 
the tunnels and of course the gut. 

All sites of inter-subjectivity are 
regulated  feelings are a system of 
transportation. 

The perforated impossible 
whole landscape;

the whole impossible perforated 
landscape 

You are a smear of light called a lemon-
yellow-burn.
You seem to come from 
where the throat should be 
and dissolve outward.

Interiors are most often like a wheat 



field,  signifying an improbability of 
audience. 
 An inability to imagine an improbable 
audience so what one means seldom 
turns out to. 

This seems to equal 
godliness, especially the inability to 
recognize.

The assumption that the ethical  is 
inherently unsentimental, 

Where the dream of land ownership 
has been dead longer,  interiors are 
smaller, weathered, patina’d. 

Despite differences, all interiors fold 
easily into a fixed perspective pinned 
between glass displays and a 
wilderness of white space. 

The photographs, horribly, are not 
horrible. 
The eye fixates on uprights, the not 



quite destroyed.

The damage after all, is not total;
colored cereal packaging means it 
could have been worse.



One and a Half Deep Breaths

struggle to feel half three: 
just divisible     enough to play. 

A little syncopation 
should be possible.

         and there breath turns, 

It's hard not to take personally,
the body.  So, It does not 
speaking
to keep breath, to keep
flashing 
landing batons.
Yes, It can 
do that.

can manage a minute 
of Being,

transparent,

“helpful,” but was
object 
and coarse.

Does one own one's own ?
Or 
is It a part 



it's nice to ask permission for.

surprising sometimes; 
to find It
doing things one didn't know 
It knew; 
not coming 
to supper.



Un un 

                    bird, branch/ stone, leach
            dried-sprouted / child-monster 
                    attraction / dollhouse
            tell-tale           / stop-motion
 unconscious hand /             singing 
pendulum   
      nets of strand  / a tangle / a decay



You!

striking void-
i do not know 

my way around inside
your face, 
all of your physical body, in fact

The image  only possible with 
lack 

of knowing, now, knowing, i am 
lost.

Finding my way 

    inside you 

          in the dark
blinding—

is giving me blind confidence.

i bruise myself on
      tables, corners, upset chairs
and other, smaller furniture 

inside you.
i learn                       your face 
passably, I move 

through blind, with some ease



looking for another room
scratching into milky-black film

for another opening, 

in my need to push out.  further.

Neglecting vacancies with which
i have no patience

neglecting  small changes of the 
rooms already
there are slow shifts always. 

I am not the only one
not even the only one  

knocking into furniture.



According to Google

Ron Brown was an issue politician 
Ron Brown's was not a perfect life. 
A straightforward, no-nonsense account 
of 
Ron Brown's life and death
Smart, insightful, and finally shocking
the great untold story of our time 
Throughout his life, Ron Brown toppled 
barriers with quiet elegance

June 17, 1923 － Sept. 8, 2002

Former Sequim resident Ronald C. 
Brown 
died in Chandler, Ariz., 
following a stroke. He was 79.
Mr. Brown was born in Ottawa, 
Canada, the seventh of 12 children of 
William Forest and Alice Maude (Smith) 
Brown.
Following military service as a radar 
technician during World War II, 
he married Dorothy Frances Bentley in 
Middle Musquodoboit, Nova Scotia, 
in September 1945. She died in 1997.



He first worked in a Ford dealership. 
After a stint as an aviation technician 
with the National Research Council in 
Ottawa, 
he became an insurance underwriter 
and rose 
to vice president at the company's 
headquarters in Winnipeg.
He was a passionate Christian, a lay 
preacher and Bible teacher.
After retirement and move to the 
Olympic Peninsula in 1975, 
the Browns began a home Bible 
fellowship that became 
Dungeness Community Church. 
He maintained a home in Sequim until 
April 2002.
Survivors include his wife of three 
years, 
the former Nena Caroline Crouch, 
whom he married on Oct. 22, 1999, of 
Tempe, Ariz.; 
son and daughter-in-law Bruce and 
Beverly Brown of Vancouver, 
British Columbia; 
daughters and sons-in-law Lynne and 
Milan Stehlik of Newmarket, Ontario, 
Katherine and David Jeffrey of Waco, 
Texas, 



and Barbara and Tim Robertson of 
Sequim; and eight grandchildren.
Services: Saturday, Sept. 21, 10:30 
a.m. memorial at Dungeness 
Community Church, 45 Eberle Lane, 
Sequim. 
The Rev. Scott Culver will officiate. 
Bueler Chandler Mortuary and Chapel 
in Chandler, Ariz., was in charge of 
arrangements. 
Cremains will be placed at Mount 
Angeles Memorial Park.

Your search - "Dorothy Frances 
Bentley" - did not match any 
documents.
Suggestions:
Make sure all words are spelled 
correctly.
Try different keywords.
Try more general keywords.



The thing was,

     I didn't know. Or I felt, but I 
wasn't  really. Or I thought I was  treated, 
or I was just  trying, and trying made 
me,  or I was born so  there was never 
any question of being able to  or trying 
made me  Or this is how  everyone is. Or 
it was genetic  from a father, who either 
saw or created  out of perception. 



Crime

According to today’s paper it is illegal to 
shine a flashlight into the air outside 
your house either for thirty second or 
five minutes, for the purpose of finding 
out if there is a black ops helicopter 
hovering 50 feet above it, but only if 
there is a black ops helicopter hovering 
50 feet above your house. 

It is not illegal to report that it was there, 
in the newspaper or on the radio, or to 
report the legal charges against the 
man and the fines he must now pay. 



“Edit your profile”

as performance 

“See how your profile appears to 
others”



Wash the face
For Reggie Wells

 

Wash the face with Purely Me, in Snow 
Melon

dab with truconceal.
Brush with  trublend shinefree matte 
finish
and color with outlast colorstay “Lip 
Slicks” shinesational
apply Line Exact Exact liner
and Exact Eyelights Bold volume 
building Lashblast in double extend

Take the face out

On the water glass, wine glass and 
coffee cup 
leave prints
that can not be removed by the kitchen 
staff,
the glass will have to be discarded.



Some Dirty Thing
After Daniil Kharms

IF
The crime is the admission
admit one



Farming the Mesa

The wheelbarrow not red
chickens not white

and as to how much depends, well
we were willingly pendejo.



The Framer 

With W. D.  Ehrhart’s "The Farmer"

Although we have stopped speaking, 
our actions argue
one chad pops from one hole, one chad 
chad pops from one hole
two ballots pass through a scanner, 
canceling each other out.
The punched and pre-labeled areas 
form a field.

“Each day we go to the field
to see what is growing
what remains to be done.
It is always the same thing: nothing
is growing, everything needs to be 
done.
Plow, harrow, disc, water, pray
till my bones ache and hands rub
blood-raw with honest labor—
all that grows is the slow
intransigent intensity of need.
I have sown my seed on soil
guaranteed by poverty to fail.
But I don’t complain—except
to passersby who ask me why



I work such barren earth.
They would not understand me
if I stooped to lift a rock
and hold it like a child, or laughed,
or told them it is their poverty
I labor to relieve. For them,
I complain. A farmer of dreams
knows how to pretend. A farmer of 
dreams
knows what it means to be patient.
Each day we go into the field.”
 

－ W. D.  Ehrhart’s "The Farmer"



When Your Mind Slips, Where Does 
it Go?

For Susan Schultz

Laterally, a neighbor's niece finds 
erotica in her mother's drawer. She (the 
mother) lives there. Your daughter tells 
you she heard you sing a hymn neither 
recall, although later you both hear, but 
who knows how that information 
traveled, from what source. 

Which things do you think you recall 
from before proliferating or passing? 
Tuesday, everybody smells bananas. 
Friday you all sing “America The 
Beautiful.” Your son wonders why you 
call him his son's name. 

You think there could be a texture at 
play here, if you could track it, like 
weather, but where did that



First Woods 
After David Budbill

A wall of dark pines leans   over the hen 
house; 

obscured—slivered  

moon.

These words a small 

hours playground,

groan and shadows, searched 

swaying  with forms. 

one less hen. 

I’m ten.



Nature Poem

It's so beautiful.

Look at the light in the valley over there

The sky is so beautiful, 

it's doing something special all the time, 

but every day is just like that.

There are colors inside the colors

like a photoshop filter

Oh my god!

Look at that, look at that. 

I'm kind of overwhelmed

The sky is so beautiful

The sky doesn't stop

It's like I'm in a movie and soon the blue 



screens are going to turn off

Do you see the light?

Look at this! 

There's just nothing you could say to 

someone who hasn't seen it

that could express what it's like to be 

here. 

This is kind of crazy.

Look at that! 

It looks like flesh.

There is an old story that the coloring is 

Giant's Blood

That line is cool, do you see that line?



I am a Women

a  Google poem

I am a women inspirational poems.

I am a women tacky with condoms.

I am a women and I hate receiving oral 
sex, what should I do….

I am a women looking for help, I have a 
promble

I am a women sometimes I am wrong, 
sometimes I am a funny.

I am a women weighing 175 lbs?

I am a women recently divorce and i got 
screwed in.

WHAT?! she is definitely correct. 
womAn is singular hence the I. WomEn 
is plural so u can’t say I am a womEn. 
…

Search and download liz mclarnon i am 
a women in love mp3 songs for free.



I am a women of no reputation

I am a women and I love to have my 
door opened

I am a women from Germany married 
to an US. We are getting divorced. 
What are my rights Hello,

I am a women of oneself I am me I am 
a women that can make a difference 
And so I am a women that can change. 
I am a strong machine…..made of all 
women

I am a women and want to get payed 
for having sex with men where do i go 
to do this?,

Cheryl Cole Is Desperate For Some 
Action: ‘I Am A Women And I Like Sex’

I am a women that loves her job And 
always looks her best. I have ocean 
blue eyes and long blond shinny hair 
Call for appointment.

I am a women who has chin hair so i 
shave sometimes. A few.



I am a women who is independent, 
honest, sincere and caring. I love to 
laugh and smile hence the nickname 
Sunshyne.

I am a women from Mumbai 100% 
lesbian looking genuine partner…

I am a women’s clothing designer with 
model needs.

i am a women thats wants every young 
woman or man to strive and work for 
what they get

I am a Women of God

I am a women, can I join airforce …

I AM A WOMEN Strong, hardworking, 
and yes I do cry.

I am a women, 37 years old. He is a 
man, 16 year old. We are in love.

I am a Women and I can always count 
on the reliability of these cars 
mechanically

I am a Women who takes pride in what 



I do I love my job and love to meet new 
people Your time with me will be 
unrushed and very unforgettable!!

I am a Women’s Stress Practitioner 
who uses relaxation therapy, 
counselling & support to help you

( Yes, i am a women, and i sometime 
like romance )

i am a women of vertu from god … llc.

I am a women i go there for my leg pain 
the main problem in there is that you 
have to lie down in an open area with 
other bunch of guys,I do not feel good 
there

I am a women’s life coach and 
motivational speaker — but before that 
I am a daughter, wife, sister, friend, 
mother, aunt, neighbor, teammate… 
human.

I am a women’s size 8, 32 inch inseam.

Streaming video sex, Adult sex movie 
clips. webcams have scene sweet and I 
am a women!



I am a women having internal right side 
pain for two days?

I am a women owned business.

I am a women of faith, who will follow 
the spirit of God and not my natural 
feelings. I am a women of faith, who will 
not allow my attitude to hinder me from 
being blessed by God.

I am a women’s fiction writer currently 
rewriting,

Do you think it’s common for women in 
your age group to watch pornography? 
… Just to confirm, I am A Women

I am a women who all people see up to 
and why see all people up to me for can 
this was that i have many lifes 
experience or is for i can so much 
about life yes about everything i dont 
know this is only people who can 
answer on this.

I am a women who carry the love in my 
heart surrounded by cultures and 
believes takes my life a way ..



“I am a Women, please give me a 
simple method”

I am a women of indeterminate age 
who loves the band Rush.

i am a women and i wanna have lots 
and lots of babies!!!

I am a women whose feet have often 
been wedged in her mouth.

Yes I am a women who knows what 
she wants and how to please men. I am 
a women to love, even for briefly 
moments.

I am a Women seeking a Man Search

Yes, I am a women … Seriously? … No 
they do not allow that

Hi, my name is cienna A victora 
beckam look alike 25yrs old 34B bust 
dress size 8 short blackhair green 
eyes I am a women who will do what 
most customers desires .

I am a women entrepreneur. I created 
an insulated and chilled cosmetic bag 



after the frustration of ruining my 
favorite health and beauty items after 
they melted. I recently debuted my 
product on QVC.



Insurrection Bank

After the Invisible Commitee

the mountain of Limousin, clinging, 
 those moments of threatened social 
status
continue  just to continue.
To refine radical stance on specialized 
sites,
there is a police force, paid 
to protect 
the immense sadness called the 
"economy" 

From the depths of the barn 
a voice: 

"You are fighting, 
it strengthens us. 

You do not fight, 
we strengthen ourselves. 

Men, you are through. "

The inner enemy is difficult. 
He could be everywhere! 



In articles, 
police, 
experts talk about “alternative,” 
“autonomous”

Actually, anybody who strikes. 



She is Shorn

She is shorn, faded, smeared, 
signatures across her face 
how did she 
get here, i mean

this is a scene of construction
a construction site
so 
what 

does she mean?

over the fence
 
a deep pit in plain sight, 
my stomach, near the apartment, 
drops
beside 
headlights
every evening

I’m warning you. 

Go in, over the 10 foot fence,  heart 
pounding, 
and bring her out.



Romney

Inside the screen,
Mr. Romney walked into a wheat field, 
the wheat waste high, 

   bent to the breeze.
 
He looked to the distance, 

made you believe he had been 
there, 

was born there. 

He spread his arms and the wheat 
brushed him.

Mr. Romney turned slowly, 
  brought his hands up to the side 

of his head 
 made fists, 

He began to poke his index fingers into 
his ears. 

He began to mumble.

Mr. Romney turned away,
 fingers digging,

and began to run 
through the wheat, 



speaking louder, until 
he began to scream. 

It took five minutes for him to 
disappear, 
but you could still hear his 

screams. 

He was screaming.



Tonight We Are Delighted 

We are delighted at the atomic 
level. We are delighted once again after 
many years. We are delighted to be 
joined. We are no stranger. Where we 
overlap we have become children. 
When we are excited, we move, and 
our movement produces a lubrication 
that is most like money, a wooded 
feeling, grainy. What can we do? It 
makes a pleasant impression. Deeply 
involved and intertwined, we keep 
trotting it out, the grainy feeling. We are 
worked closely, we are slept like a baby 
transitioning into a libretto. We have 
included, by now, numerous volumes 
and awards, joined, illustrated, graphic, 
inside an egg. We pick at it, the egg. 
We pay her. Begin to pay her. We 
begin to pay her perhaps too slowly. It 
helps us every day of our life to be 
human, or to try to be human. She's 
jagged. She's dead now from killing 
herself. Many things remind us of her, 
and a lot of that may just be the 



temporal proximity of our memories to 
each other. Maybe that's just the 
surface, like sushi on ice. We can't eat 
sushi without laughing at our expense. 
She leaked, and what she leaked 
included us. We wonder what book we 
might have given her had we thought to 
give one. We make stuff that people 
want to buy in order to console 
ourselves. Without her to hold us we 
ooze a little and there are some areas 
of separation, but mostly we remain. 
We are emulsed like a fine 
mayonnaise. It’s not an issue of 
whether or not anyone believes in us, 
it’s an issue of identity and 
identification. We don't have an 
identification. Identification is a 
distinction that implies boundary. A 
boundary belongs to neither the inside 
nor the outside. A boundary belongs to 
both insides and outsides, and we have 
none. We don't push, neither do we 
run. We fruit. We flow. We jam. We 
were kind of into farming the room  at 
one time, but the main thing we are 



kind of into is being a jam band. We 
began as a general impulse to want to 
be great, but we depend upon the 
network for all of our consumption. 
When we lost contact with the roaming 
network the main band fell apart. We 
love the way that we build followers, 
and the way that we aggregate. We feel 
like we'll probably settle somewhere, 
but it's hard to tell.  :)



Do You Want This New America?

it is vintage, handmade, unopened.

found it years ago

couldn’t believe it was just sitting there.

although I have no formal training I 

know that something is old when I 

see it

and this object is old.

I suspect that it may be some sort of 

trap  from some forgotten 

civilization.

The wife says that she’ll leave me if I 

don’t get rid of it. 

So it’s up for grabs.



The World is Round

For Gertrude Stein

you write like liking took up time, was
an action, took effort, was trying, and at 
times
absorbed, so one forgot to go home, 
but that is what 
children are always doing always and 
we ought to learn

when distraught sing
get distracted by song.



An Anhedonia

Four short years, the phrase turns, 
several short screams, silence, 
sirens
5:06 am.
wanting to go to

the nightmare in the next room,
coughing, crying

I spent the evening lying too.
What medicine helps anyone

look,
it's like
memories  are invisible.



Adam 

teaches puttering, piddling, wallowing.

The form good, but personality gets in
body and mind, although
all metabolize rage 
just right.

Through dreams ask 
about bodies, about 
hungry is not a feeling,
this news article is not a feeling.

Sometimes waiting
is communication,
a repetition 
of a conversation 

or

repetitive capitulation
can be friendship,
washing the dishes 
to wash the dishes.



Self-Help

dumb in the small evening, wrapped in 
surface 
light, a ground opens, there 
leaf would wear on forever. Set it down 
again, will it to grow into groundless 
ground here, remembering we were all 
a little 
blown before and should have noticed 
no one would have  mentioned
careful of  backdraft

an extra arm out of the chest at birth, 
invisible, having been amputated
at birth, or five; and again at eleven or 
at eighteen 
able to sleep painfully in spite of it’s 
non-existence. 
Finally, a mirror in which 
that fist could unclench.

I know, I keep talking to Alice Notley 
too, 
and then I erase her.

this mistake about otherness is 
an imagined romance.



(Against) Boyfriends

(The examples and perspective in this 
article deal primarily with USA and do 
not represent a worldwide view of the 
subject.)

People most commonly get boyfriends 
for companionship, or because of the 
beauty/attractiveness of the animals. A 
boyfriend is a household animal kept for 
companionship and a person's 
enjoyment, as opposed to wild boys or 
livestock, laboratory boyfriends, 
working boyfriends or sport boyfriends, 
which are kept for economic or 
productive reasons. 

The most popular boyfriends are noted 
for their loyal or playful characteristics, 
for their attractive appearance, or for 
their song. Boyfriends also generally 
seem to provide their owners with non-
trivial health benefits; keeping 
boyfriends has been shown to help 
relieve stress.

Boyfriends have the ability to stimulate 
their caregivers, giving people someone 



to take care of, someone to exercise 
with, and someone to help them heal 
from a physically or psychologically 
troubled past. Having a boyfriend may 
help people achieve health goals, such 
as lowered blood pressure, or mental 
goals, such as decreased stress. There 
is evidence that having a boyfriend can 
help a person lead a longer, healthier 
life. 

Alternative boyfriends:
Digital boyfriend
Exotic boyfriend

An exotic boyfriend is a rare or unusual 
boyfriend, or an animal kept as a 
boyfriend which is not commonly 
thought of as a boyfriend. 



Mown Lawn

the only adequate map of itself: the 
moment
still
part 
hides
continual new wilderness of re-
excavated past
with superhighways of Great Gatsby 
readings
the field: that area which you must now 
map, mow, own, 
out of which you must report 
the flurry of 
keeping heavy tissue animated, 
while a generation of new skin 
fully sloughs off.
Reform 
until it is possible to live, 
to move
the supposed victim is paralyzed and 
must be helped; 
the supposed perpetrator is paralyzed 
and must be helped.
What is feasible?
Sitting in a lawnchair, holding a 
shotgun?



Punch

crack this and
leave the hard, hair piece
sucking only sweetness

but skin leaks you know,

hole-punched 
topsoil pours through
all lost knowledge 
and that feeling the soil 
clogged at the edges of the trough
pulling
the word processor. 

rage about it. 
scream into a microphone about it. 
try to get fucked because of it.

If there were family involved 

I too would say nothing,
arrive early. 



Attempt at Incantation II 

(Soma)tic Workshop with CA Conrad 
1/23/2012

Everyone seems to start breathing

the book of symbols   through 
which specificity escapes.

Drumbeats, dancing, comedy; crumple

liberate is also annihilate

sight is the least destructive form of 
rape

it takes    (x)  to self-destruct in 
new ways 

arriving back at the obstacle:

connected by black thread to the naked 
nerve

phallic

skinned



“Let it all come out.”

— — —

         dark       puddled     pavement

    shallow                              rainbowed 

gasoline                                tarry 

conglomerate resisting

smogged night 

smokyorange

derelict factory bluegreen streetlight

mint american flag, sarcastic, centered,

         swings limp

IS THIS FLAG A PERFORMANCE 
ARTIST?

the  shallow  puddle reflects
b e n e a t h  wheat-paste Ben Franklin 
with boombox,
be neath mural resistance to highway 
displaced housing



helicopters,                             chanting
Approaching 4 am now helicopters, 
shouting
bootsbicyclesbarricades  sirens             
           the  unmarked busses arrive

—   —    —    —

The crooked root is tender, uprooted,

amniotic. It jostles, nervous

to the whine/rasp of Saturn

it repeats

“the penis is sensitive, the penis is 
joyful,”

“the penis is not a knife, the penis is not 
a gun”

but the carrot feels criminal.



A Lily Alone

wall street sleeps where sleeping 

money is for street sweeps  street 
sleeping where money walls
wall creeps along the malls

c o r o n a l m a s s  e j e c t i o n
energetic particle damage

wall street sleeps where 
money

sleeps where 
money

mall sweeps

commercial communications 
g l o b a l p o s i t i o n i n g

where sleep moneys streets
 sweep

streets where money walls



disrupted, 
melted, 
cascading, 

loss, loss, loss, 
loss

breaking coverage breaking coverage 
breaking coverage:
"mother" is the most beautiful word in 
the greed goo.

a breadth of intermodal systems
systems, medications, systems, 
computer 
systems, systems, systems,

breaking coverage
the napalm is long gone
breaking coverage
Space Weather Prediction Center
breaking coverage
when in doubt, throw it out!
breaking coverage



Landscape 

using Ashbery’s “Rivers and Mountains”

sleep hung pent 
in some 
sand valley  of her thigh
turning out of sleep 

 
the mark of Moon River.
A clicking spoke among wet 
leaves; 

certainly there are squirrels 

in the eaves.
The empty house processed 
to look like a flood plane.
An orchard where 
bike tire makes a light print.

The bird flew, saw
the meeting
of dry lips.
Do not mistake her for
an estuary, for a waterfall after all.
Around the corner 

of the porch 



in the dark kitchen, tasting of
cider and the forest floor 

like ebb 
tides and oyster beds. 

she could never ignite 
to touch long but
there was a seclusion of melody 
heard
through trees
and tides 
beneath the poles.

Her plan to separate her lovers 
between public places, 
electric light and shadow 
showed
the major tax assessment area 
wrinkled.

In public office, 
the formal traffic
worked well on paper,
but the shadow camp had grown 

to include margins 
a light, tough bark she felt in 
her hands among the 

legal documents.



War was solved by isolating the 
unrolled sea 
although rougher nights had arisen 

to overflow moonlessly 
wetting the petal.

She determined to keep the letter 
from the 

un-assassinated Mayor's desk,
where a stamp reduced in detail;
the last autumn leaf.



Then and Now

collapse with holes  eyelets
through which reason strays and 
sutured
shred events flutter through
the phone line
it is a pleasure 
to have forgotten, comfortable 
to be unable to advise
though the body remembers

the semiosphere
and the body exports
it’s grief
which explains the manufacture of little 
pains
as physical ability to erode



Armory Show Notes

This continuous building
conversation of
Orphaned letter forms,
Orphaned body forms
Experience/exposure quickened by.
The effect of the building is 
permissibility,
but there are questions about 
permeability,
there are questions about propaganda;
Our chapbooks exchange fetishes.

Modernism rooms itself,
childrened with cold fuselage,
wreckaged of color.

The Transit Systems
glitch like skinned /
pre-existing models /



interpenetration
of glimpsed sheared interiors;
model presumes stance
is not dense enough
for fixed perspective.



Essay on Lana del Rey

/ of / course / spite / us / curator / 
/ for / attention, / performing / that / take 
/ 
/ appear / or / not / that / designed / I / 
so, / she / that /
/ libidinous / effort / latent /

/ fantasy / like / confession / all / 
/sex, / disturbs / of / narrative / 
/ fuckable / confessed / woman / that /

/playing / serious / eyes /
/ maintains / powerlessness / but / 
/ that / faded / crime /
/ is / entirely / fantasy, / 

/ this / fame / performs / 
/the / girl /frame /
/ gives / out / the /drugged / 
/ wife / outside / because /
/ lolita / ultimately / branding / all / 
flatness 
/ that / psychopathy / collapse / the / 
she / frame / supposed /
/ flimsy / fascination / Manic / says / 



what / which / in /
/ is / me / sexual / you / 
/what / song / of / this / passive /
/ 50's / stance, / quickly /
/ gypsy / want, /
/ juxtaposition, / regular / affect / 
manufacture / dazzle / confession, / 
dream /
/ fascinates /
/"I / waif, / of / the / a / song / what / of / 
seeking, / the / is / a / delivered /



The Office

occupies
boots, books wash up
a bone spur,

pragmatics 
of the reading relationship
produce a wrongly killed rattlesnake, 
barbed grasses,
several streets of New York. 

From which old black trash-bags
with ill-fitting turtlenecks,
wear
(by knife, box, shingle). 

Body unlit, lies,
suffused, soaked, cracking.

chirp of stars 
paints broad 
a condition of sun 
adding up 
to falling down.
A narrow lip above a rill. 
Is this it;

did you aim to stop?



Recycled: Overture

O empire, televised appeal for more sports.

Make the sacrifice the rolling snare 
rattle of flowerless spring, 

children filled with drones. 

Disregard the the menu.

The Secretary of Debt: “When I was 
your age,” no independent clause. 

No  one walks. 

revisionists 

win; 

a surprising victory. 



Recycled: Romance

a bureaucrat dreams the boy. 

An unauthorized search reveals the 
idea never existed

This accounts for the language
the supervisor 

chained to a radiator.  This 
and

some Benadryl fade into
bums, who wait 

stagnant with
racial memory. 

The sign reads my number.
          That clerk 
       with fish-eye 

in this diorama. 

I am a native. 

She says, 
you are in line.



Recycled: Number One

the failure to maintain 
narrative 
seized. 

The purge, 
a tidal
dissident, 
packed up, 
forgot lights. 

Our nocturnal January playing  
nation-state.

Our hysterical realism, 
headachy. The best 

marriages 
were hand-enameled.

But that was another planet, 
and we felt 
fattened. 

News 
about burning cities. 

I supposed 
the plastic arts, 
were protected by



red-capped penises. 

Our city; 
a license to panhandle, 
to be heartsick, 
fifty-hour hours a week.  

Our union trying. 

Our mouths.



Map Material

Our drought  
had sent us racing
to get a hold of another,
by the resistance.

Resistance

I have resisted an opportunity to lay 
waste.
All measures of resistance have been 
met.
There are night children, I must resist.

every  block or bit

The expedition–
distance, a resistance.
An organ strangled resists.
As I try to move
the text is resistant.
It feels (almost) inaccessible
and, depending

(Resistance)-–



there is nothing.
Threshold simian gnawing Resistance.
Reaching hands where entry into the 
Resistance
movement.
Just wait, it’s the highest
Resistance.

Though roots
are different than you and I–
Underground, mostly there is dirt.

It is a poetics
encumbered with voices.

Branching underground my 
coughing
changes conditions; 

unbeknownst to me
 I willed it.

///

How much does death come to us
and how much do we seek.

///

The white boy feels compassion 



seeing a human being,
also a white boy, dead.
One can imagine him looking down 
the dead child at the bottom of the river,
and seeing a reflection of himself, the 
two
ghosting on the water.

Many conclusions could be drawn from 
this.
he is challenged to make a story.
The act of creating a story 
demonstrates a(n) (dis)ability
to make sense of a world that is 
confusing, absurd, composed of 
disparate parts.
This is the story that the main character 
creates 
from to two unrelated events.

A little white boy watches 
all of this happen.

His mother refuses to believe him and 
takes him away

kicking and screaming
into the end of the story.



The owl hooted and flew away.
Two cartographers returned from their 
trip.
Doctors would say, it’s really just

a natural build-up;
thus fixed.

chorus:
A stranger, who didn’t appear,
had been through the corridor of 
expected, repetitive, designed－
the clutch seized.

Inversion

After construction,
has the city as a space been forgotten?
Is this a reminder, 

remainder of form?

Innocent Newcomer

The clothes are frustrated, but
the drawer really, is the one
remembering
a click, a sharp breath
pulled me out into traffic.



I don’t imagine we’ll have any more 
trouble.
I don’t think you understand.
Of course  you are beyond me.
I  am  finding  you stranger.



Un-author’s Note

Remnants,  the after-text
are motionless,

must have had a ghost author, a 
certain shade; 
are themselves a sub-spectrum,  a 
thin residue.

Still one hopes to find 
something left to choke on, 
one last bit to stick, 
so, these are mule poems, slowly
A fine furred 
cactus. 



Marilyn Poem

Sometimes the best way to write a 
letter 
is through a book
project, a kind of god, 
or truth theory, 
a kindof 
Marilyn poem



I  N  S 
Nathaniel

   A  N  D        Tarn

O  U  T  S 

       O  F   T  H  E   

F  O  R  E  S  T    

       R  I  V  E  R  S       

I  N  S   

    A  N  D   

O  U  T  S 
 

       O  F   T  H  E   

F  O  R  E  S  T   
  

       R  I  V  E  R  S

I  N  S 
  



    A  N  D   

O  U  T  S  

      O  F   T  H  E 

 F  O  R  E  S  T  

        R  I  V  E  R  S

A New Directions Book

I  N  S   

    A  N  D   

O  U  T  S  

       O  F    T  H  E   

F  O  R  E  S  T   

          R  I  V  E  R  S



Pursuit of the Whole & Parts

What is this self which realizes one night 
that its whole life has only had one 
meaning:
the question of the relation of a whole to 
whatever may be said to depend from it-
that most ancient of philosophical 
questions?
Because you cannot only pursue the 
whole,
desire it ardently your whole existence 
through,
the whole being meaningless without the 
part
and the part must be as carefully examined 
and expounded
as the whole. If you go for the whole alone,

What are you going except entering a cloud 
so that your task is to become ever more 
pure 
until no shred of remembrance of any part 
remains with you
and the though of any part immediately 
drowns in the whole,
[the thought or apprehension of the whole]-
and you are
now so desperately wretched and one-
sided. No it is the 
stubbornness, the innate cussedness [and 
stubbornness] of the part,



any part, [any part whatsoever], dropped by 
circumstance 
into a consciousness, [birth taken in a 
consciousness]-
as part of a whole, you understand, you 
cannot,

[absolutely cannot] do without that part-
enabling whole.
It is that stubbornness which links you to 
the moment,
to the circumstantial existence of yourself 
in time,
as if you were a note of music, or a bird
in a flock of birds disappearing into winter
and the moment is the only thing that you 
truly possess, 
can ever possess, the very definition of 
possession
and that possession is the possession of a 
part, a part only, 
indeed the moment, [the very moment], is 
nothing but a part,
and never yet of a whole. But then [but 
then] you are straining,

[ever straining] for the selfish possession of 
that moment;
forgetful of the whole that which you were 
first desiring, 
the cloud that sits in the midst of your mind, 
[your mist],



which would swallow and make null all 
those parts as parts
floating around in the mind- and other kinds 
of selfishness, 
the selfishness of the light-hearted, the 
cloud-walker,
alone with his invisibles, his intangibles, all 
those angelic wings
with emptiness at the heart, without beings 
between them,
all those illusions, that beg for the want of 
parts, 
his kingdom worth less than a horse, 
[merely a part, a part].

Except of course, [except of course] if there 
were a signal, 
if, in the midst of that cloud, all the parts 
were suddenly 
beheld, [held] as if holding together, as if 
there was a pattern
discernible here and, yes of course, my 
god, the moment, 
[the moment] would then be both part and 
whole in one body, 
waiting only in mind, [the holy mind], to 
weld them together, 
what once upon a time was called the 
firefly of the spirit, 
before disappearing from this quest, not 
once and for all, 
no never, alas, of course, [once and for all]-



but merely 
[merely] until the next moment, eons 
afterwards, 

when whoever owns the machine stands 
again at the doorsill
and the astonishing beauty of the 
understanding is detected
and the knowledge that is always there- 
however many times 
you are at a loss in the world, [at a 
complete loss in the world],
to be returned to, in that new moment, 
which is also all the old, 
as if this moment were ageless and could 
always return
with the astounding recurrence of air by the 
unbounded ocean.



Coachwhip *

In a summer sudden 
seeming sewn from the flower petals
of cooling air－-as if saying, 
(it coming down from the stars
 in the world’s evening),
who is this? what is this?
do I know it? do I recognize
long ago punishment to be crushed by feet
     of no-longer natives?

Thin pink Coachwhip slides along
straight, not curled, slithering, 
though, at branches’ confluence, 
a woven tangle, coiled basketry, circles-
lightning pale, sunset-colored-
engulfs a bird feeding
which had not kept the sky in its favor.

Careful steps out the house 
thereafter
stamping up a little dancing noise 
in the absence of bells: not by my feet
nor by any fire of mine
shall this be hurt
or I be hurt by it-
for I have never sinned, not in the world’s 
morning, nor at any season, 
though unforgiven still.
Yes, I recognize:
this is as far gone west as time’s wave now

into another peaceless country. 
Of the Animal



for Nancy Kuhl & Richard Deming

Of what is coming, undeflectable, is waited 
on by all, is part of the general 
understanding-
and yet invisible “to whom it won’t 
concern.”
Of what he is alone in knowing then-and 
yet 
can find no way to comprehend it, interpret 
it, 
to read it as a whole into his system. 
Perhaps 
it should be said “his systems.” Of what 
both trees
and poems in their separate ways have 
referenced, 
have signified most beautifully, 
exhaustively, 
heart-wrenchingly, in youth when mind was 
fervent, 
in tune with every way in which he’s 
thought of it. 
Of what has forced him more and more, 
when hot to break the language, the syntax 
of
the language like a bunch of sticks, placing 
them
every way contrary to what pluralities 
expect, 
nails him time after time back into 
expressions 



that most will recognize. The recognition 
being
of the beast that comes toward his life, as 
to all 
lives eventually, with eyes only for one, the 
one
alone standing his or her place, seeing 
beast only, 
its all-embracing eyes. They will not speak 
of it, 
in no way intimate, but only general, like 
gossip, 
like truisms of the mentally deficient, 
normal ones, 
what everyman, and everywoman too, is 
made of.
Yet in the end, it cannot be avoided, had to
come forth in something like a form-that 
had
evaded form his whole life through: in 
beast,
it’s said, because of all things known beast 
lets itself
be killed with no complaint. Thus lord of its 
domain.
Beast who has angel’s patience, or so they 
say
of the perfected angels, can wait a hundred 
years, or
even more so now, to savor what is 
sacrificed. 
He sees the animal, the only thing on earth



that has a soul- as “animal” will teach you-
lives with the animal in front of him his 
whole 
existence through until they both decide an 
end of it, 
and even then he does not recognize his 
life and this
thing coming at him with its measured tread
to be at last the same, made of one blood, 
one bone.

*not every solution is a good solution 
  there is no perfect solution
 reaching a solution rules out other 

possible solutio










